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Abstract: Palast der Republik, by the photographer Christoph Rokitta, is an
independent photobook published in 2013 in Berlin. In the photobook different
semiotic resources are coupled in order to iconically model the demolition of
the homonymous building in Berlin. In opposition to the trivial notion of icon
as sign that stands for its object in a relation of similarity, we analyze the
photobook as an icon whose main feature is the possibility of discovering
information about its object through its manipulation. This specific feature is
called operational criterion for iconicity, and it stresses the inherent quality of
icons of revealing information available through their manipulation and observation. Our aim is to describe and analyze the relations between semiotic
resources in this photobook by exploring the operational criterion of iconicity,
and models as epistemic artifacts. We are interested in how couplings between
semiotic resources in the photobook can iconically model a spatio-temporal
process.
Keywords: photobook, iconicity, modeling, epistemic artifacts, Palast der
Republik, semiotic resources

1 Introduction
The photobook Palast der Republik by the photographer Christoph Rokitta,
with an Epilog by Claudia Kromrei, is an independent photobook published in
2013 in Berlin, Germany. It contains two photographic sequences about the
demolition process of the Palast der Republik in the German capital. Built
during the years of 1973 and 1976 and considered by many the most important
monument ever built by the German Democratic Republic, it originally held
the parliament as well as theaters, cultural centers, bowling alleys, concert
halls, and restaurants. One hundred copies of the first edition of the photobook were printed. It contains 71 pages and 2 photographic series: the first one
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consists of six photographs, each one from a different demolition core of the
building. They are presented together with a grid relating the six pictures only
to the spatial aspects of the demolition process and thus it is not going to be
further analyzed here. The second sequence presented in the book contains 48
photographs related not only to the spatial aspects of the demolition, but also
to its temporal aspects: the last weeks in which the demolition process took
place.
According to our approach, the photobook Palast der Republik provides a
semiotic experience about a demolition process through the relation of various
semiotic resources from different natures such as: (i) an initial grid with the
48 photographs, (ii) a complete floor plan from the demolition area, (iii) the
48 photographs, (iv) a simplified floorplan from the 8 main cores of the
building, (v) a simplified grid of the 48 photographs and (vi) written verbal
texts. We characterize this kind of relation as a coupling: a process where
certain types of signs interrelate and constrain other types of signs in a
co-dependence relationship where no element of the relation is privileged.
Therefore, the process would not work if any of its constitutive resources
were omitted. As it is going to be presented further (Section 3), the photobook
is an icon of the demolition process of the Palast der Republik (Kralemann and
Latmann 2013). An icon is a sign that stands in a relation of similarity (“likeness” or “resemblance”; W 5: 243; MS [R] 491: 1–2; MS [R] 637: 33–34; EP 2:
460–461; W 5: 379–80) with its object. But according to our approach, its main
feature is its capacity for discovering new information about the object through
the observation and the manipulation1 of the sign (CP 2.279; Hookway 2002;
Stjernfelt 2007). These concepts are going to be further explored in the next
section (see Section 2).
Our aim is to analyze the couplings between the semiotic resources in the
photobook, exploring the notion of models as epistemic artifacts. In order to
perform such an analysis we present: (i) the Peircean notion of semiosis, the
fundamental typology of signs, and the operational criterion of iconicity; (ii)
some considerations about models as epistemic artifacts; (iii) the semiotic
resources observed in the photobook Palast der Republik and how they are
coupled; (iv) final comments.

1 The manipulation of iconic signs can be understood as an experimental practice of reasoning
and a “wide class of thought processes” (Stjernfelt 2007: 15). In the case of photobooks the
motor manipulation of the physical material of the book also allows the reader to reveal more
information about its object. When the reader passes and reads the pages, he is manipulating
the book as a sensorial artifact, and by doing so he gets in contact with the information
presented in the pages.
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2 A brief definition to semiosis
Peirce defined the process of semiosis as an irreducible triadic relation between a
sign (S), its object (O), and its interpretant (I; CP 2.274). We will hereafter refer to
this triad as S-O-I. According to Peirce, any description of semiosis involves a
relation constituted by these three irreducibly connected terms (CP 2.242).
As it is well-known, sign-mediated processes show a notable variety.
According to Peirce, there are three fundamental kinds of signs underlying such
processes – icons, indexes, and symbols (CP 2.275). These classes correspond,
then, to relations of similarity (icon), contiguity (index), and law (symbol) between
sign and object.

2.1 Icons, indexes, symbols, and diagrams
Icons are signs that stand for their objects through similarity or resemblance,
no matter if they show any spatio-temporal physical correlation with an
existent or non-existent object (CP 2.276). Any S that represents its O through
an intrinsic property of S is an icon of O. Icons cannot relate themselves to
their objects, unless through a property, that they possess in themselves –
which can be superficial, structural or the interpretative effect produced by
the sign. Considering the sharing of those properties in common as “resemblance,” Peirce defines it as “… an identity of characters; and this is to say that
the mind gathers the resembling ideas together in one conception” (CP 1.365).
In contrast, if S is a sign of O by reason of “a direct physical connection”
between them (CP 1.372), then S is said to be an index of O. In that case, S is
really determined by O, and both must exist as events: “An Index is a sign
which refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of being really affected by
that Object” (CP 2.248). The notion of spatio-temporal co-variation is the most
characteristic property of indexical processes (Atkin 2005: 133). Finally, in a
symbolic relation, the interpretant stands for “the object through the sign” by a
determinative relation of law, rule or convention (CP 2.276). According to Peirce
(CP 2.307), a symbol is “a Sign which is constituted a sign merely or mainly by
the fact that it is used and understood as such, whether the habit is natural or
conventional, and without regard to the motives which originally governed its
selection.”
Here we are especially interested on how diagrams and different semiotic
resources are coupled to provide an epistemic artefact of demolition. Diagrams are
iconic signs that represent, through the relations between their own parts, the
analogous relations between the parts of the object it represents. The dependence
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Figure 1: Example of diagram (Johansen 1993: 98).

of diagrams on their objects is not necessarily related to any concept of visual
similarity: rather, diagrams work as a concretization “of intelligible relationships”
(Johansen 1993: 99). In order to demonstrate this point, Peirce presents the
diagram shown in Figure 1.
Peirce describes the diagram in Figure 1 as follows:
This is an icon. But the only respect in which it resembles its object is that the brace shows
the classes of icons, indices, and symbols to be related to one another and to the general
class of signs, as they really are, in a general way (CP 2.282).

In order to prove that the visual features characters of a diagram do not need to
be visually similar to the analogous features of the represented object, Johansen
(1993: 99) shows the diagrams in Figures 2 and 3 as alternatives to diagram
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 2: First alternative for the diagram presented in the Figure 1 (Johansen 1993: 99).
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Figure 3: Second alternative for the diagram presented in the Figure 1 (Johansen 1993: 99).

It is then possible to conclude that there is more than just one possible mode to
visually represent a set of relations that can be found in one object. This is one of the
reason why the notion of similarity (or resemblance, or likeness) as the main feature
that defines icons is troublesome.2 According to Stjernfelt, this notion of similarity,
when so applied, can lead to a series of vulnerabilities, such as “the trivializing of it
to identity; the psychologizing of it to refer to subjective feelings of resemblance; the
lack of criteria for judging two phenomena as similar” (Stjernfelt 2000: 358).
Therefore, it is more pertinent to turn the focus to another definition of icons
proposed by Peirce: “For a great distinguishing property of the icon is that by the
direct observation of it other truths concerning its objects can be discovered than
those which suffice to determine its construction” (CP 2.279). Here, the main
property that defines a sign as iconic is not a simple notion of resemblance between
the sign and its object. Bearing this definition, the icon is operationally defined as a
sign whose manipulation allows, through the direct observation of its intrinsic
properties, the discovering of some information about its object (Stjernfelt 2007:
78; Hookway 2002: 102). In this sense, when the Operational Criteria of Icons
(Stjernfelt 2007, 2011) is chosen, icons are thus approached as a sign capable of
revealing information about its object.
By understanding the problems with the notion of similarity applied to iconic
signs we can then understand how icons can be regarded as epistemic artifacts.

3 Icons, models, and epistemic artifacts
The term model is used to describe a broad and heterogeneous range of entities and
practices, which can be used “for the purposes of scientific reasoning, theory
construction and design of experiments and other artefacts” (Knuuttila and Boon
2011: 310–311), and can “function as proto-theories, pedagogical devices, or as tools
for generating and testing hypothesis … [M]odels can perform an explanatory
function as well” (Bokulich 2011: 33). We can address several entities as models,
all of them with different morphological properties: “from a physical construction
2 For more reasons and arguments against the notion of similarity as the main feature of
definition for iconic signs see (Stjernfelt 2007; Ambrosio 2010; Chevalier 2015).
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in a display case to an abstract set of ideas” (Achinstein 1965: 102), “a line drawn in
the sand to indicate landmarks or … cosmological models of a multidimensional
universe” (Harré and Rothbart 2004: VII); the general representation of a human
cell or a mathematical equation (Downes 1992: 146), among others.3
One of main theories used to explain how models work is the so-called
Semantic View of Theories.4 The main authors from the Semantic Conception of
Theories agree that the relation between a model and its object is a relation of
isomorphism (Van Fraassen 1980, 1989; Suppe 1974, Suppe 1989). According to
them, these relation holds for every model, regardless of is morphological
features or the practices they are connected with. The term isomorphism
comes from linear algebra and indicates:
… a one-to-one correspondence (mapping) between two sets that preserves binary relationships between elements of the sets. For example, the set of natural numbers can be mapped
onto the set of even natural numbers by multiplying each natural number by 2. The binary
operation of adding two numbers is preserved—that is, adding two natural numbers and
then multiplying the sum by 2 gives the same result as multiplying each natural number by 2
and then adding the products together – so the sets are isomorphic for addition.5

Therefore, isomorphism is an algebraic concept originally applied to relations
between two (or more) entities present the same structure, but are constituted of
different elements. But in a scientific and experimental environment such a relation
is more difficult to trace and define. The first problem it encounters is the fact that in
mathematical isomorphism there are no unpaired elements (Pravica and Spurr
2011). It means that a model must not have any element on its constitution that
does not stand in any kind of relation to an element on its object. Another problem
comes from the fact that isomorphic relations are not only symmetrical, but also
reflexive and transitive (Frigg 2002), which is clearly a problem when one is dealing
with scientific models: an equation may be a model of a pendulum, but a pendulum
is not a model of an equation. And equations are also not models of themselves. A
final problem also pointed by Frigg (2002: 5) is the fact that, according to the
Semantic View of Theories, an isomorphic relation is held between two structures,
and not between a structure and something from an environment external to it –
which contradicts the very own definition of “models of phenomena.”
Giere (1988), in turn, proposes the notion of similarity. Nevertheless, this
notion is also a problematic one for several reasons, such as the focus on the
3 See Giere (2004) and Frigg and Hartmann (2012) for a more detailed description of different
categories of models.
4 A survey of different positions inside this view can be found in Suppe (1989).
5 Encyclopedia Britannica, s.v. “Isomorphism,” accessed 8 June 2018, http://www.britannica.
com/topic/isomorphism-mathematics
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intention of the person who is creating and/or manipulating the model to
establish what is similar and what is not, the trivialization of any notion of
identity, and the inaccuracy of any criteria that can judge two things as similar
(Stjernfelt 2007; Ambrosio 2010; Chevalier 2015).
Facing this discussion about isomorphism and similarity we suggest an
approach based on the Operational Criteria of Icons. As presented in the previous
section, although icons are commonly addressed as signs that stand in a relation
of similarity (likeness, resemblance) with its object (no matter if the object is an
existent one or not), the most important feature that defines a model as iconic is
not a simple feature of resemblance between the sign and its object. Regarding
their epistemic properties, icons, as models, must be understood as those with
which one can discover new information about its object through its construction,
manipulation, and observation (Stjernfelt 2007: 99; see also Hoffmann 2005: 45).
But how does one manipulate an icon in order to discover new information
about its object? One possibility of dealing with such a problem is through a
media-specific approach. This means that the medium in which the information
is embodied is the main responsible factor for the constraining6 the ways in
which a model can be used. These constraints are of main importance, since
they are in charge of restraining the possible manipulation of a model (Knuuttila
2005: 49). This affirmation brings to light the fact that the material dimension of
models is crucial for their productivity and workability. According to Knuuttila,
from this point of view, models can be approached as epistemic artifacts
(Knuuttila and Voutilainen 2003; Knuuttila 2005).
The crucial feature of this approach is that instead of trying to define what
models are and what kind of relationship they establish with their objects, it
stresses what kind of effect they produce (Knuuttila and Boon 2011: 310).
According to Knuuttila, models are conceived as “intentionally constructed
and materially embodied things, epistemic artifacts, the constraints of which
are characteristically turned into affordances for epistemic purposes” (Knuuttila
2005: 49). Therefore, material features of these artifacts provide the necessary
material and temporal consistency that allows for their manipulation, making
them tangible and aiding cognitive activities that afford reasoning.
The epistemic potential of models is, thus, directly related to their diagrammatic features: the rules and conventions that are established by the intelligible
internal relations between the correlates in the iconic sign constrain the manipulation possibilities and, consequently, the reasoning process that can be performed upon them.
6 According to Salthe’s (2009) definition, constraints “restrain, select, or determine the behavior or activity of other levels” (see Queiroz and El-Hani 2012).
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We argue that the photobook Palast der Republik can be characterized as a
model and will be approached based on its epistemic potentialities, relying on
its material configurations, and on the rules that regulate the manipulation of
such properties in order to reveal properties from the object it represents.

4 Time and space development – an analysis
of the photobook palast der republik
As we said, the photobook contains two photographic sequences about the
demolition process of the Palast der Republik. The first series lacks the necessary
information to be a model of a demolition process, thus only the second series is
going to be analyzed and presented here.
The second series presented on the book contains 48 photographs divided
not only according to spatial aspects, but also according to temporal aspects: the
last weeks in which the demolition process took place. According to the photographer: “The following second series consists of six images taken in a weekly
rhythm, that kept hold [sic] the actual state of the cores. Over a period of several
months, it became a serie [sic] that shows how the original presence and
massiveness of the cores gave way to an increasing fragility until the last pieces
of the Palast finally disappeared” (Rokkita 2013: 5). In this statement, also found
in the introduction of the book, the new feature shown in the sequence is
notable: the concern with both the temporal and the spatial aspects of the
demolition process allows the epistemic potentialities of the iconic model to
be more precisely developed, allowing the reader to infer information such as
the massiveness of the building itself, and the effort needed to be done in order
to erase it from the Berlin landscape – which could suggest a parallel with the
unease of the memory from the dictatorial past government that built it.

4.1 The semiotic resources in the photobook palast der
republik
Five different kinds of semiotic resources are coupled along the pages of the second
series: (i) an initial grid, with the 48 pictures of the series (Figure 4); (ii) 48
photographs of the cores and their changes along the demolition time (Figure 5
bottom center); (iii) 48 diagrams of the initial grid (Figure 5 upper left corner); (iv)
48 floorplans of the demolition site (Figure 5 upper left corner, on the right of the
diagrams), and (v) 48 small pieces of written text (Figure 5 upper right corner).
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Figure 4: Photographic grid with the 48 photos from the second sequence (Rokkita 2013: 21).
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Figure 5: Example of page with a (i) photograph, a (ii) diagram of the initial grid, a (iii) floorplan
of the demolition site, and a (iv) piece of written text (Rokkita 2013: 32).
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Table 1: The main characteristics of the semiotic resources in the photobook.
Semiotic
Resource

Semiotic
nature

Initial grid with
Mainly
 photographs iconic

Photographs

Diagrams of the
initial grid

Floorplans

Formal characteristics

Function in the modeling

The  pictures are distributed
in lines and columns.
The  cores of the demolition
are distributed in the 
vertical columns (the st and
the nd are presented in the
same column, as well as the
th and the th)
Every line represents a
different week in which the
photographs were taken, from
the first (//) to the
last (//).
They are all frontal photographs
of the cores, with a highly
geometric composition, where
no living being can be found:
the only characters in the
pictures are the cores and their
architectural surroundings, as
well as the machines and
instruments used in the
demolition.

It is the most explicit reference
to the relation between space
and time in the development of
the demolition process,
allowing the reader to have a
general overview of the whole
documented demolition.

They help us to focus on the
physical changes to which the
building was subjected during
the demolition process. The
photographs, as mainly
indexical signs, are
characteristically reactive, and
this reactive predominance
operates as a “trustworthy
witness” of the demolition
process.
They relate the photograph
Mainly
They are diagrams of the
presented on the respective
iconic
initial grid, composed by 
page to its position in the initial
squares, each one
-photograph grid. They work
representing a photograph
and can be found on the upper as artifacts that help us to
outside corner of every page. locate the temporal “position”
of the specific photograph in
It highlights in white the
the whole demolition process,
square that represents the
photograph presented on the as well as informing us which
core is in the photograph.
page in the initial grid.
Just as in the simplified grid, They situate the photographs
Mainly
indexical the core related to the
of the unrecognizable
and iconic photograph in the page is
structures of the Palast der
highlighted in white while the Republik in the place where
the building once stood: near
other core remains gray.
the Spree river, allowing us to
identify the photographed
cores as the cores of the
homonymous building.

Mainly
indexical

(continued )
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Table 1: (continued )
Semiotic
Resource

Semiotic
nature

Formal characteristics

Function in the modeling

Written text

Mainly
indexical
and
symbolic

In the first line of the text, the
following structure can be
read: “PdR year month day
Kx” for example in the page
XXX: “PdR  K”. The
first three letters are an
abbreviation of the name of
the building (“Palast der
Republik”); the following
numbers refer to the date in
which the picture was made
(as in the example - : year
of ; : month of
October; : day of the
month), and the two last
characters inform us the
number of the core (K is the
first letter of the German word
for core, “Kern”).

It schematically encodes all
the important information
about both the spatial and
temporal aspects of the
demolition.

These five resources are displayed Table 1, relating their semiotic qualities to
their function in the modeling of the demolition process.

4.2 Modeling the demolition of the palast der republik
The coupled semiotic resources represent either the spatial or the temporal
aspects of the demolition in such a way that the manipulation of the photobook in a process of reasoning and inquiry is able to model a spatiotemporal variation. In order to understand how this variation is modeled,
we present two possible readings departing from the structure shown in the
initial grid (Figure 6), one regarding the lines, and the other regarding the
columns.
As pictured in Figure 6, as we move from the left to the right on this
photographic grid, we go from the first two cores (which are presented together
in one photograph) to the last two cores (both are also presented together in
one photograph). And as we move from the top to the bottom, every line
represent a different week in which the photographs were taken, from the
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Figure 6: Two possible sequence readings departing from the structure shown in the initial grid.

first week (5/10/2008) to the last week (6/12/2008). Figure 7 presents a montage assembling the resources present in the pages that correspond to the
spatial displacement in the first week of the demolition process, as in the
first line of the initial grid.
In such a sequence, the reader is allowed to have a general view of all the cores.
But the demolition as a spatio-temporal variation is not yet modeled, since it lacks
the temporal aspect– we cannot see the changes in the cores along the weeks. It
works as a simple statement of how the cores looked in one specific week. The spatial
displacement is easily perceived through the coupling between the photographs, the
diagram of the initial grid, the floorplan, and the last line of the written text.
When a single column, moving from the top to the bottom of the initial grid,
is taken into analysis, it is then possible to relate these elements to the spatiotemporal variation. The montage in Figure 8 recreates this reading possibility.
The coupling between the photographs, the diagram of the initial grid and the
second line of the written text attest the temporal development of the process –
but the simplified floorplan does not change, therefore it is not presented in the
montage in Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Montage with resources from pages 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27: spatial displacement in
a sequence of one week (in this case, the week of 5/10/2008; Rokkita 2013).

By merging both the readings shown in Figure 8 (left-right and top-bottom),
it then is possible to model the temporal and the spatial aspects of the
demolition process in a more consistent manner. So the distribution of the
pages of the book is of main importance since it constrains the manipulation
of the photobook – as presented in Figure 9: the photograph in the upper
left corner is in the first page of the series (after the one with the initial
grid present solo). It follows the red thick line in the picture below until the
last photograph is presented in the last page: the one on the bottom right
corner.
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Figure 8: Pages 22, 28, 34, 40, 46, 52, 58, and 64: Temporal development in a sequence of one
core (in this case cores 1 and 2, presented together; Rokkita 2013).

5 Final comments
The demolition of the Palast der Republik extended to 2008, a period when
the concrete-made cores of the building were left in sight, while, by then,
the Palast had already lost its main characteristics: the cubic, slightly
asymmetric shape, the mirrored brownish-gold, windows and the marble
façade. In 2013, the president Joachim Gauck laid the foundation stone for
the rebuilding of the former Berlin City Palace in its place. The fact that the
Palast remained for a long time a part of the Berlin landscape as a ruin
helped to build its meaning: the building stood for a longer time as a ruin
(18 years), than as a structure serving the purpose for which it was built
(14 years). Therefore, addressing the building as a ruin raises questions and
possibilities about the permanence of history through the permanence of its
symbols.
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Figure 9: Diagram presenting the order of distribution of the pages in the photobook.
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In this paper we have presented the photobook Palast der Republik as a
model whose semiotic properties are as follows: it is an icon that presents us,
through its own qualities, new properties about its object; it is a diagram that
can be manipulated in a process of reasoning and inquiry; and it is also an
epistemic artifact, a material entity whose constraints aids the emergence of
affordances for epistemic purposes.
The object of the photobook is the spatio-temporal process regarding the
demolition of the Palast der Republik in the former East Berlin. It is worth
mentioning that the relevance of this specific building can be distributed
among several dimensions (social, historic, architectonic, and semiotic). Its
demolition therefore has consequences and implications in several knowledge fields, among them history, politics, sociology, and the arts. Here we are
concerned with a particular strategy of representation: instead of creating a
mainly symbolic discourse or narrative around the demolition, the photobook
works as a model that presents us explicitly the scale of this endeavor and
the effort put on the erasing of the most important building of the GDR. It
reveals for the reader, through a methodical “step-by-step” format, the massiveness of the spatio-temporal extent of the demolition, as well as the
persistence of the building. Such inferences can only be made because of
the diagrammatic structure of the photobook: the coupling between the
semiotic resources constrain our manipulation and, consequently, the interpretation of the sign.
By approaching photobooks as iconic constructions with epistemic potential, both the artistic qualities as well as the epistemic inquiry value of the object
of study are connected through the notion of modeling. This is a new methodological approach for analyzing photobooks, since they are usually examined
mainly on the basis of the semantic properties of the photographic images
gathered in the publication. This emphasis on the diagrammatic properties of
photobooks aims first and foremost at revealing properties of the object that
could not be perceived through a typical semantic and indexical approach of
them.
Such an approach is important, because signs and sign-relations are
addressed here as means for understanding something, for reasoning about
it and, consequently, for discovering more information about it. And the
establishment of such a systematic methodology for the analysis of artworks
can achieve a large scope of application, covering areas such as translation
studies (because of its concerns with iconic properties), cognitive semiotics
(since it address models as tools for reasoning), and intermedial studies
(because of the focus on the relations between different semiotic resources),
among others.
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